
 

Downhill Working Group

 

 

Background 

Downhill is a popular mountain bike sport that carries a large following internationally and domestically. It is a fast, 
challenging, and competitive sport which naturally attracts athlete of all levels and supports a highly publicized elite 
industry, including a full World Cup series and UCI World Championship.  

Canadians have participated in downhill events at the international level with the administrative and logistical support of 
Cycling Canada in correlation with the Olympic cross-country program. As Downhill is not an Olympic sport itself, Cycling 
Canada does not receive any funding to support the program leaving the costs entirely to the athletes and the projects 
offered at a minimum. This situation greatly limits the development of Canada’s high performance athletes. 

Pressure from the industry to build a high performance program has increased as the sport grows in Canada. However, 
with the Federations obligations to the Olympic sports, there are no resources to internally pursue the program’s 
development.   

Proposal 

The Cycling Canada High Performance Department is proposing to form a Downhill Working Group to pursue the 
objectives listed above. 

The group would consist of the following members: 

 Ian Hughes 
 Gabe Fox 
 Adam Trotter 
 Jeff Bryson 
 Tara Mowat 
 Joel Harwood 
 Miranda Miller (female HP athlete rep) 
 Mark Wallace (male HP athlete rep) 
 Andrew Shandro 
 Mathieu Dupelle 
 Jennifer Mahoney (NSO rep) 

 

Objectives 

The objectives of this initiative are: 

 To improve communications and planning around the Canadian Downhill program; 
 To improve engagement with members of the Downhill community; 
 To develop a sustainable Downhill program that has value to Cycling Canada and to members of the Downhill 

community; 
 To explore alternative funding opportunities, including sponsorship and fundraising; 
 To identify leaders in the Downhill community who can drive these initiatives without additionally taxing Cycling 

Canada resources. 



The main task for this group would be to identify an individual to lead the Canadian Downhill Program. For practical 
reasons, this person should be someone who already travels to as many of the key events as possible. It would be a 
volunteer position in the interim with the ability to be paid pendant on program achieved funding.    

Once in place, this person would lead the development of the Downhill program under the guidance of the Working Group 
and the supervision of the CC Off-Road Coordinator. Cycling Canada will have the final say on selection matters and 
anything involving the representation of Canada overseas. 

The Working Group would be a quasi-permanent body. If the Downhill program outgrows this structure, it could be 
replaced by a Committee within Cycling Canada, or be represented as a stand-alone sport within Cycling Canada’s High 
Performance Department.  

The cost to Cycling Canada of this initiative would be minimal (staff time, conference call fees, etc.). 

 

 


